RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 4 RUNS
Race The Congrats Plate Div - II
Cl-V, 0-25,
1stWhich
have run during the Madras Racing Season 2020-2021 and have not won or placed 2nd, 3rd or 4th

SWEET HOME

192⁄2013013

Cl19-20 1412⁄20316 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start.

met interference approaching the 800 metres. Md20-21 -

1200 Mts.
611⁄2047

jumped awkwardly outwards.

Md19-20 - 911⁄19272 met interference and losing about 5 lengths and was observed to be hanging out negotiating the final
bend and drifted wide out entering the straight. 1912⁄19(89) was observed to be hanging out in the Straight and passing the 250 metres drifted out and travelled
wide till the post.

FLAME OF DIABLO
AMAZING KITTEN

Md19-20 - 142⁄201942 received check negotiating the final bend. Md20-21 - 131⁄21777 received check passing the 1000

metres.
Md20-21 - 1512⁄20400 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was suffering from Pyrexia. 2412⁄205413 Jockey reported that
he accidently lost his whip passing the 400 Meters.

BE MY LIGHT
MERRYWIN

Md19-20 - 141⁄201319 was slow to start losing about 3 lengths.

TRY HARD

Md20-21 - 112⁄2113011 Jockey was reprimanded for riding in patches and severely cautioned for future.

Md19-20 - 142⁄201943 received check negotiating the final bend and lost its right hind shoe during the above race. Md20-21
- 182⁄211386 sustained superficial injury on Right hind fetlock.

THOUSAND FENCE

Md19-20 - 221⁄2015111 planted. 83⁄202165 was slow to start losing about 3 lengths and further stopped galloping after
entering the straight. Md20-21 - 102⁄2111512 was slowly off losing about 2 lengths.
nd Race The Champion Jockey Plate Div - II
Cl-IV, 20-45,
Which have run during the Madras Racing Season 2020-2021 and have not won or placed 2nd, 3rd or 4th
1200 Mts.

BE MY GLORY

2

Md19-20 - 231⁄201555 met interference passing the 750 meters. 232⁄201970 was permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary
grounds, lame on right fore due to sprained tendon. Md20-21 - 2412⁄206013 met interferenc immediately after the start.

SILVERMAN

Md20-21 - 281⁄211000 withdraw on Veterinary ground as it was lame on left fore due to tendinitis. 102⁄211229 was slow to
start losing about 2 lengths, ran detached thereafter and took no practical part in the race.

DR FEELGOOD

Md20-21 - 102⁄211228 was observed to drop back entering the straight and was found to have ILH Gr III(Laryngeal
paralysis) on endoscopic examination.

ONE LIFE

WELCOME WINNER

Md19-20 - 232⁄201962 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in under pressure.

Md19-20 - 132⁄201819 was slow to start losing about 3 to 4 lengths and was lame on right hind during examination, was
found to have wolf tooth on both sides of the upper jaw. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20329 jumped awkwardly inwards bumped the inner gates and lost about 2 to 3
lengths in the process. 102⁄211178 slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths.

COUNTRY’S GENIUS

INDIAN TEMPLE
Md19-20 - 21⁄201160 was permitted to be withdrawn as Trainer declared a jockey who does not hold a license under the
Madras Race Club Rules of Racing. Md20-21 - 172⁄2113512 Jockey was fined for use of unserviceable saddlery, in that the right stirrup came undone from
the hook soon after the start, therefore he took no practical part in the race.
SUNDANCE

Md20-21 - 1712⁄204812 was observed to drop back entering the straight and trailed the field thereafter.

TALAN
the rider. Md20-21 -

102⁄2111710

GOLDEN STREAK

Md19-20 - 132⁄201800 swerved out as the start was affected and about 900 metres collided with the outer rail dislodging
Slowly off losing about 2 lengths. 172⁄211356 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out for major part of the race.
Md20-21 - 611⁄2039 was observed to run green for major part of the race. 2011⁄20186 met interference and lost about 3

lengths in the process.

PROPAHLADY
Md19-20 - 11⁄201117 walked out of the gates and was observed to trail the field. Md20-21 - 172⁄211359 The rubber bit used
broke during the race and hence the jockey could not do justice on his mount.
rd Race The Champion Jockey Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 20-45,
Which have run during the Madras Racing Season 2020-2021 and have not won or placed 2nd, 3rd or 4th
1200 Mts.
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LADY ELISE

Md20-21 - 42⁄211086 met interference as the start was affected, after the start.

OBERON

Md20-21 - 1412⁄20337 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang out for major part of the straight despite efforts.

Md19-20 - 83⁄202134 fly jumped whereby Jockey lost his right iron stirrup which he regained after travelling a few strides.
and met interference at the start and again passing 200mts. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20347 met interference passing 800 mts.

SONG OF GLORY
LADY RHINO

Md20-21 - 1412⁄203310 was found to be lame on both hind due to a sore back.

Md19-20 - 231⁄201574 tried to duck under the gates when the start was affected losing 4 lengths in the process. 132⁄201832
Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out for major part despite efforts. Md20-21 - 172⁄211318 lost about 2 lengths at the start.

BADEN BADEN

ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY

Md20-21 - 11⁄21628 sustained superficial injury to the gum. 141⁄218614 jumped awkwardly outwards and thereafter tried

to veer out.

OBSESSION

Md19-20 - 72⁄201684 jumped awkwardly and sustained superficial injury on right hind cannon. Md20-21 - 281⁄2110612

jumped awkwardly outwards.

AMICUS CURIAE
Md20-21 - 11⁄216211 took an awkward jump as the start was affected. 172⁄211316 was slow to start and threw its head up
at the start & was found to have ILH-(Gr I).
th Race The Farewell Plate
Cl-III, 40-65,
Which have run during the Madras Racing Season 2020-2021 and have not won or placed 2nd, 3rd or 4th
1400 Mts.
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SEA KING

BgS19 - 166⁄19670 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on left fore due to inflammed tendon.

Md19-20 - 142⁄201910 was reluctant to be stalled despite all efforts and was permitted to be withdrawn. Md20-21 was observed to drop back passing the 900 metres and trailed the field thereafter.

BRING IT ON
281⁄211047

LADY ASCOT

Md20-21 - 281⁄2110110 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

My19 - 279⁄19(72) Jockey reported that the horse was lugging ‘in’ in the straight. Md20-21 - 131⁄21826 met interference
negotiating the final bend and thereafter again while passing the 400 metres.

DECISIVE

Md19-20 - 73⁄202062 jumped awkwardly inwards. Md20-21 - 102⁄2112110 reared up as the start was affected and jumped
awkwardly losing about 4 lengths. 172⁄2113410 met interference as the start was affected and again passing the 900 metres.

ROSEBROOK

BOOMS LANG

Md20-21 - 611⁄20711 was observed to be hanging out while negotiating the bend despite Jockey’s efforts.

Md19-20 - 82⁄201750 reared up while in the stalls and injured the rider and was permitted to be withdrawn. 73⁄202080 was
reluctant to be stalled despite Jockey’s efforts and was permitted to be withdrawn.

GANTON

Md19-20 - 232⁄201973 Jockey was fined for excessive use of the whip. 73⁄20(206) jumped awkwardly inwards and sustained
superficial injury on right fore fetlock. Md20-21 - 2011⁄202212 met interference soon after the start. 102⁄211209 jumped awkwardly inwards.

RED HOT JET

VICTORIA’S SECRET
Oty19 - 76⁄191194 met interference at about 600 metres. Md20-21 - 211⁄21969 received a bad check and stumbled passing
the 700 metres. 102⁄211207 met interference at the start.
ASIAN WARRIOR

Md20-21 - 42⁄211088 met interference passing the 200 metres.

Md19-20 - 83⁄202138 was observed to be hanging out in the straight. and returned lame on right fore after the race. Md20-21
- 172⁄2113710 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in in the straight.

RUSH MORE

th Race The Salvatore Plate
5
BAY OF NAPLES

Cl-3y, Maiden

1200 Mts.

Md20-21 -

112⁄211257

MARANELLO

Md20-21 -

172⁄211335

MY TRIUMPH

Md20-21 - 182⁄211413 Jockey reported that his mount was running green for major part of the race.

OFF SHORE BREEZE

Md20-21 - 42⁄211102 met interference soon after the start.

DASHING BEAUTY

Md20-21 - 102⁄211187 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths, thereafter was observed to run green and ran detached.

PINK PEARL

Md20-21 - 11⁄21617 Jockey was severely cautioned for dropping his hands before passing the post though on a beaten

was slow to start and jumped awkwardly outwards losing about 2 to 3 lengths.
jumped awkwardly outwards.

horse.

TURF BEAUTY

Md20-21 - 182⁄211418 received check passing the 750 metres & met interference passing the 500 metres.

th Race The Leading Owner Plate
6
ANGELINO
Bg20-21 - 9 ⁄

1 21857

Cl-II, 60-85

1400 Mts.

jumped awkwardly outwards & Jockey reported that his mount did not relish the underfoot conditions

of the track.

OSCARS THUNDER

Md20-21 - 611⁄2066 lost right fore shoe.

Md20-21 - 611⁄20810 was found to have a superficial injury on right fore cannon. 1412⁄203511 lost about 5-6 lengths.
withdraw on veterinary grounds as it had sustained multiple injuries. 42⁄2111211 was slow to start losing about 4 lengths.

SILVER HAWK

11⁄21640

EMISSARY

Md19-20 - 132⁄201840 stopped galloping passing the 800 metres, drifted wide out and did not finish the race.

Md20-21 - 611⁄2068 Jockey was fined for not making sufficient efforts on his mount. 131⁄21819 fly jumped awkwardly losing
about 2 lengths as the start was affected.

OCTAVIAN

BREAKING BOUNDS

Md20-21 - 141⁄21915 Jockey was fined for excessive use of the whip. 182⁄211426 Jockey was fined for dropping his hands

before passing the post.

TOP STRIKER

My20-21 - 212⁄20287 met interference at the start. 1612⁄20427 severe interference passing the 350 Metres.

ROMAN SENATOR

Md20-21 - 112⁄211282 the saddle shifted back passing the 1600 Meters.

NEKHBET

M19-20 - 162⁄20(143) shifted out approaching 1000 metres. 123⁄201805 received checked at the start and met interference

soon after the start.

th Race The Champion Trainer Plate
7
CHAITANYA
Md20-21 - 28 ⁄

1 211057

Cl-IV, 20-45

1600 Mts.

met interference as the start was affected.

Md19-20 - 73⁄202076 Jockey reported that his mount did not respond at any stage of the race, the filly sustained injury on

FAREWELL
upper gum.

Md20-21 - 141⁄21865 received check as the start was affected.

FUN STORM

Md19-20 - 83⁄202103 Jockey was fined for improper use of the whip wherein he persisted with the use of whip on the right
when his mount was shifting out. Md20-21 - 2412⁄20573 got keen and in trying to prevent his mount from clipping the heels of the front runner passing the
700 metres.

GLORIOUS SUNSHINE
SULTAN PHEROZE
and himself. Md20-21 -

1512⁄20399

WISE DON

Md19-20 - 1912⁄19949 Jockey was severely cautioned for using the whip negotiating the final bend, unbalancing his mount
jumped awkwardly inwards and did not raise a proper gallop immediately thereby loosing 4 to 5 lengths.
Md20-21 - 1412⁄20385 Lost about 4-5 lengths. 141⁄21876 was slow to start losing about 3 to 4 lengths. 112⁄211264 was slow

to start losing about a length.
Md20-21 - 42⁄211136 was slow into stride and ran detached throughout the race. 172⁄211325 stumbled slightly passing the
200 metres and stopped galloping thereafter.

SWISS AGATTA

BLUE PATENT
Md20-21 - 2412⁄20546 recived check at the start & jockey reported that he was unable to improve his position immediately
thereafter due the field settling in front.
Md20-21 - 2011⁄20234 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths. 2412⁄20608 was slow to start losing about 3 lengths, lacked
initial speed, trailed and caught up with the field passing the 600 metres. 211⁄219714 planted and took no practical part in the race.

CAPE COD

Md20-21 - 11⁄216713 5 jumped awkwardly outwards.
th Race The Congrats Plate Div - I
Cl-V, 0-25,
Which have run during the Madras Racing Season 2020-2021 and have not won or placed 2nd, 3rd or 4th

SAIBYA

8

ATACAMA
Md20-21 check approaching the 500 metres.
EXQUISITE STAR

211⁄219314

1200 Mts.

Jockey was reprimanded for dropping his hands well before passing the post. 42⁄2110710 received

Md20-21 - 102⁄211226 was slow to start losing about a length.

Md20-21 - 11⁄216213 met interference in the start. 281⁄211067 received check and drop back by 2 to 3 lengths. 112⁄2112710
fly jumped as the start was affected

GLORIOUS NISSY
NIGHTINGALE

Md19-20 - 1912⁄19876 bumped and lost about 3 lengths. Md20-21 - 141⁄218510 received check as the start was affected.

QUEEN SUPREME

Md20-21 - 611⁄2058 met interference at the start.

KINGS PRIDE

Md19-20 - 2811⁄19596 met interference at about the 100 metres and suffered from EIPH during the race. 142⁄201938

returned bleeding after the race.

AZZARO

Md20-21 - 2412⁄205410 met interference soon after the start. 131⁄217610 lost its right fore shoe during the race.

FIRE STRIKE

Md20-21 - 42⁄211140 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was suffering from cellulitis of Right fore Cannon.

